Many inducible genes are transcribed in bursts. In this issue, Degenhardt et al. (2009) report computational models that predict and validate patterns of stochastic gene expression.
trigger innate immunity. The precise biochemical composition of cytosolic Pol III that enables it to specifically recognize AT-rich DNA is not yet known, but the 13 subunits in the complex are sufficient to provide this selectivity. It will be interesting to examine other bacteria, DNA viruses, and parasites such as Plasmodium falciparum (which causes malaria) to determine whether the Pol III/RIG-I pathway is a general mechanism for detecting pathogens and for triggering innate immunity.
The new findings also may be relevant to autoimmune diseases such as SLE. The noncoding RNAs of EBV, EBER1 and EBER2, produced by cytosolic Pol III, are normally sequestered in ribonucleoprotein particles (RNPs) in the nucleus. This is likely to be the mechanism by which EBV evades detection and destruction by the innate immune response. However, patients with SLE develop antibodies to these RNPs Rosa et al., 1981) suggesting that under certain circumstances these viral RNAs gain access to the cytosol triggering IFN-β production via RIG-I and resulting in an antibody response. Unfortunately, the antibodies recognize both microbial and self-antigens, thus contributing to SLE pathogenesis. Thus, Pol III and RIG-I may be potential new therapeutic targets for treating not only infectious diseases, but also SLE and other autoimmune disorders.
But this is not quite the end of the story. In some cell types, such as murine embryonic fibroblasts and primary bone marrow-derived macrophages, different forms of DNA including poly(dA-dT) seem to be able to induce IFN-β production in the absence of MAVS (Cheng et al., 2007; Ishii et al. 2006) . From the Chiu et al. study, it appears that transformed cultured cell lines, such as HEK293 and HeLa, lack this MAVS-independent pathway. As the authors point out, this may well be the reason why such cell lines have proved useful in transfection studies, as they do not produce IFN-β in response to the introduction of DNA plasmids. Future studies will delineate the precise roles of the Pol III-dependent and Pol III-independent pathways for the induction of IFN-β and innate immunity in different cell types and during infection in vivo.
The dynamic process of animal development and an organism's responses to a constantly changing environment are controlled with remarkable accuracy by transcriptional regulatory mechanisms. These regulatory mechanism are stochastic in nature, which leads to cell-tocell variation in mRNA and protein levels (Raj and van Oudenaarden, 2008) . This apparent paradox between stochasticity and determinism exists in all organisms from bacteria to humans. An integral component to this randomness is transcriptional cycling (transcriptional bursts) in which a gene is switched between the active and the inactive states. However we do not know what determines the length and intensity of each cycle of transcription, although both length and intensity remain constant during development (Chubb et al., 2006) . Furthermore, it is unknown how these stochastic bursts are synchronized across a population of cells to produce cycling. In this issue of Cell, Degenhardt et al. (2009) The possible causes of cycling and oscillations in biological systems are diverse and arise from both intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms, such as autoinhibition (Batchelor et al., 2008) , nonlinear dynamics that destabilize the steady state, and other molecular interactions that are entirely stochastic. Understanding the molecular basis of transcriptional bursts would have important implications for a systems level understanding of gene regulatory networks and how they affect stochastic processes such as cell fate specification.
The estrogen-responsive human pS2 promoter (Metivier et al., 2003) provides the most elegantly detailed example of transcriptional cycling that has been studied to date. The promoter has a compact yet modular structure and the addition of the estrogen receptor-α ligand 17β-estradiol provides a simple means by which to synchronize transcription. Upon activation, there are waves of covalent modifications and protein associations that occur at the pS2 promoter with transcription peaking at 50 min after the addition of ligand. Transcription continues to oscillate with a periodicity of 50 min.
Degenhardt et al. examine the kinetics of the transcriptional activation of the pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 4 (PDK4) gene, which is turned on by the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor δ (PPARδ). Like ER2α, PPARδ is a member of the nuclear receptor superfamily of transcription factors. In remarkable similarity with the pS2 promoter, Degenhardt et al. find that transcription of the PDK4 gene is activated with a periodicity of 60 min upon addition of the ligand GW501516. The transcriptional cycles (or bursts) are initiated and propagated by waves of transcription factor and cofactor recruitment at the PDK4 regulatory regions, chromatin loop formation due to an enhancer-promoter interaction, covalent and noncovalent chromatin modifications, and RNA polymerase II activity (Figure 1) . The authors develop stochastic models to address how single-cell transcriptional bursts can predict transcriptional cycles in a population of cells and how the bursts fade with time. To construct their models, they assume that the formation of productive transcription complexes is the result of irreversible free-energy transitions in chromatin structure, such as covalent histone modifications and nucleosomal remodeling. From the exhaustive study of the pS2 promoter they make the assumption that there are at least 30 proteins and 6 irreversible steps per transcription cycle.
In theory, the recruitment and assembly of transcription complexes could occur in a random fashion, in a partially random fashion (partially determined order), or in a uniquely defined sequential order. In addition, the assembly of these factors could occur in the nucleoplasm, on the DNA, or a combination of both. Using physiologically relevant protein concentrations, on/off rates, and equilibrium constants, the authors find that the models constructed using sequential or partially determined orders of transcription complex assembly produce outputs that are consistent with the kinetics of in vivo observations, whereas the models using random assembly are unable to explain expression from these promoters.
Although the model described above accounts for the timing of transcriptional activation of a single gene in a single cell, it does not account for the populationwide transcriptional cycling that produces bursts. To address this, Degenhardt et al. incorporated three distinct phases into their model: (1) a chromatin activation phase in which cofactors are recruited to the DNA, modify histones, and form chromatin loops; (2) a transcription initiation phase in which transcription commences; and (3) a deactivation phase characterized by deacetylaton events. When the model is run with the components assembling in the nucleoplasm, no cycling is observed, but when it is run with partially random or sequential assembly of the components on the DNA it produces a population-wide periodicity similar to in vivo observation.
There are two remarkable conclusions that arise from these models. The first is that only assembly of transcriptional complexes on the DNA and not in the nucleoplasm can reproduce what is seen in vivo. This reinforces the notion that the information stored at sites of regulatory DNA drives the integrated regulation of macromolecular assemblies. The second, and perhaps more interesting conclusion, is that a series of fast stochastic events can produce a uniform transcriptional response. It has been shown that the average residence time of transcription factors on the DNA is on the order of 10 s to 100 s for nonspecific and specific binding, respectively (Phair et al., 2004) , whereas at the pS2, and now PDK4, promoters, the association and dissociation of macromolecular complexes appear to be occurring on the order of tens of minutes. Despite the disparity between these time scales, the model created by Degenhardt et al. accurately reproduces The histone deacetylases HDAC3 and HDAC4 are associated with the unstimulated PDK4 gene. Upon the addition of ligand the transcription clock starts and transcription continues in a cyclical fashion. Fifteen minutes after the addition of ligand an activation complex forms. This is followed by a nonproductive initiation complex at 30 min, a second activation complex at 45 min, a productive initiation complex at 60 min, and a deactivation complex at 75 min. The cycle then repeats itself. Notably, the deactivation complex does not return the promoter to the initial state, but rather to an inactive state poised for reactivation or long-term repression.
the cycling of the PDK4 gene, which has a periodicity of 60 min. The ability to explain this phenomenon by using the association and disassociation rates of the individual components is remarkable in its simplicity.
Another important question addressed in the manuscript is the relationship between the timing of transcription factor binding and function. Can the temporal binding patterns of transcription factors and other events at the promoter be used to gain insight into their function during the transcription cycles? To answer this question, Degenhardt et al. performed hierarchical clustering analysis on the DNA-binding kinetic profiles of each of the components of the transcriptional machinery tested. Notably, the transcription factors fall into three distinct groups correlating with their roles in the transcription process: a "deactivation group" consisting of HDAC1 and HDAC2; an "activation group" consisting of SMARCA2, H3K3me3, BRG1, AcH3, CARM1, PPARδ, and CBP; and an "initiation group" consisting of TBL1, pPolII, TRAP220, RAC3, and acH3K9. Of special interest is the clustering of RAC3 with PolII as RAC3 is known to be involved in chromatin remodeling. Thus, the temporal association of RAC3 with PolII suggests that RAC3 plays a previously unknown role in transcriptional initiation.
Taken together these and other data raise a number of important questions that need to be addressed. For example, why are genes transcribed in bursts? As many more genes are studied at the single-cell level it becomes apparent that cyclic gene expression is more common than originally thought. This is due to oscillatory molecular interactions in the cytoplasm and nucleus that are integrated somehow with promoters to produce periodicity in mRNA expression. The obvious question is why are genes expressed in a cyclic and not continuous fashion? What are the advantages of such a complex mode of transcription? We propose that transcriptional bursts have been selected to better control gene transcription. As activation and deactivation of a cycling promoter occur many times during its expression phase, there are numerous windows of opportunity for transcriptional silencing complexes to generate a nearly irreversible (nonactivatable) chromatin environment, thus establishing long-term epigenetic repression. This hypothesis predicts that complexes that repress transcription can exist at low cellular concentrations and act in a stochastic manner even in the presence of strong activators. In the alternative scenario, a gene that is constantly transcribed can only be turned off when the complexes that repress transcription outcompete those that activate transcription. Our ability to visualize and quantitate transcriptional processes in individual cells should clarify the effects of transcriptional bursting and its roles in the regulation of gene expression.
Telomere length depends on the balance between telomere synthesis and resection. Telomere elongation occurs through the addition of G-rich repeats by the enzyme telomerase, followed by synthesis of the C-rich complementary strand (C strand) of DNA. Meanwhile, incomplete lagging strand synthesis and resection of the C strand contribute to telomere shortening. Attempts to modulate telomere dynamics in treating diseases of aging and cancer depend on understanding these fundamental processes.
